Colour Therapy
As we know colour is part of the electromagnetic spectrum and is therefore a
form of cosmic or solar energy. Humans can only ‘see’ a very small part of the
whole spectrum that includes infrared, radio, UV and X Rays. Bees can see in
the ultra violet part of the spectrum and therefore see flowers quite differently
to us.
In alternative or complimentary medicine chromatherapy (colour therapy) is
widely used. It is also widely criticized by ‘normal’ modern medicine as being
nonsense. Why is it then that hospitals, doctors and dentists spend so much
time and money on architects and interior designers to create ‘warm, safe,
calm, welcoming’ interior spaces? Why is so much money spent on an interior
designer who recommends green, blue and violet for calming spaces and red,
orange and yellow for more stimulating or ‘happier’ spaces?
Chromatherapists believe that the colours in the visible spectrum have an
effect upon our cycles and functions of our own energy systems. They also
believe that our mind, body and spirit register and conduct the colour energy
through the seven primary chakras (‘wheels of life’), invisible energy centres in
our bodies, each one absorbing a different colour.
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Colour therapy is not a new age science. The Egyptians are thought to have
used colour healing and the Persian polymath Avicenna (980 – 1037)
discussed chromatherapy in his book The Canon of Medicine and thought that
colour was an observable symptom of disease. He believed that colour was
related to the temperature and physical condition of the body and that red
moved the blood, blue or white cooled it and yellow reduced inflammation

and muscular pain. Maybe that explains why sportsmen are always treated on
the pitch with a ‘magic’ yellow sponge?
As far back as 1876 an American General, Augustus Pleasanton, wrote that
blue improved crop growth and could help heal human diseases. This is
indeed the case - the colour that has the highest influence on photosynthesis is
blue, which is why many plant growers use blue lights to grow indoor plants.
Red light is next best for photosynthesis and yellow light creates the lowest
amount of light absorption. This is because the four main photosynthetic
pigments found in the chloroplast of the plant (chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b,
xanthophylls, and carotenes) absorb different wavelengths of light and utilize
the light energy in photosynthesis.
Colour therapy can help to re-balance the chakra ‘wheels’ by applying the
appropriate colour to the body and therefore re-balance them. Colour therapy
is administered in several ways. In many treatments coloured lights are shone
on the body or coloured silks are worn. Other practitioners use different
coloured liquids in bottles, naturally coloured crystals or small torches with
coloured beams that are pointed at the relevant acupressure points.

Whatever you believe it is certainly true that we choose certain colours in our
homes, clothes and art and react to colours differently. If only I knew which
colour combination sends out a “buy me now” signal!

